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Abstract

FASTUS is a system for extracting information from free text in En-
glish, and potentially other languages as well, for entry into a database,
and potentially for other applications. It works essentially as a cas-
caded, nondeterministic finite state automaton. There are four steps
in the operation of FASTUS. In Step 1 sentences are scanned for cer-
tain trigger words to determine whether further processing should be
done. In Step 2 noun groups, verb groups, and prepositions and some
other particles are recognized. The input to Step 3 is the sequence of
phrases recognized in Step 2; patterns of interest are identified in Step
3 and corresponding “incident structures” are built up. In Step 4 in-
cident structures that derive from the same incident are identified and
merged, and these are used in generating database entries. FASTUS
is an order of magnitude faster than any comparable system; it can
process a news report in an average of less than eleven seconds. This
translates directly into fast development time. In the three and a half
weeks between its first use and the MUC-4 evaluation in May 1992, we
were able to build up its domain knowledge to a point where it was
among the leaders in the evaluation.

1 Introduction

FASTUS is a (slightly permuted) acronym for Finite State Automaton Text
Understanding System. It is a system for extracting information from free
text in English, and potentially other languages as well, for entry into a
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database, and potentially for other applications. It works essentially as a
set of cascaded, nondeterministic finite state automata.

In Section 2 we describe the MUC-4 evaluation, for which the system
was initially built. In Section 3 we discuss the important distinction between
information extraction systems and text understanding systems. In Section
4 we review previous finite-state approaches to natural language processing.
Section 5 describes the overall architecture of the FASTUS system, and
Sections 6 through 9 describe the individual components. A number of
parameter settings are possible in FASTUS and Section 10 describes our
experimentation with these parameters. Section 11 describes the speed of
the system, and Section 12 gives the history of its development. Section 13
describes the results for the FASTUS system in the MUC-4 evaluation, and
Section 14 gives a brief error analysis. Section 15 discusses future directions,
and Section 16 summarizes the advantages of the FASTUS approach and the
lessons learned from using it in the MUC-4 evaluation.

2 The MUC-4 Evaluation

SRI International participated in the recent MUC-4 evaluation of text-
understanding systems (Sundheim, 1992), the fourth in a series of evalu-
ations. The methodology chosen for this evaluation was to score a system’s
ability to fill in slots in templates summarizing the content of newspaper
articles on Latin American terrorism. The articles ranged from one third of
a page to two pages in length. The template-filling task required identify-
ing, among other things, the perpetrators and victims of each terrorist act
described in an article, the occupations of the victims, the type of physical
entity attacked or destroyed, the date, the location, and the effect on the
targets. Many articles described multiple incidents, while other texts were
completely irrelevant.

The following are some relevant excerpts from a sample terrorist report
(TST2-MUC4-0048), the full text of which is in Appendix I. Most of the
examples in this paper come from this message; it was selected by the orga-
nizers of the MUC-4 evaluation as exhibiting many relevant problems.

San Salvador, 19 Apr 89 (ACAN-EFE) – [TEXT] Salvado-
ran President-elect Alfredo Cristiani condemned the terrorist
killing of Attorney General Roberto Garcia Alvarado and ac-
cused the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN)
of the crime.
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. . .

Garcia Alvarado, 56, was killed when a bomb placed by urban
guerrillas on his vehicle exploded as it came to a halt at an
intersection in downtown San Salvador.

. . .

Vice President-elect Francisco Merino said that when the at-
torney general’s car stopped at a light on a street in downtown
San Salvador, an individual placed a bomb on the roof of the
armored vehicle.

. . .

According to the police and Garcia Alvarado’s driver, who
escaped unscathed, the attorney general was traveling with two
bodyguards. One of them was injured.

This text is from the TST2 set of one hundred messages used in the final
evaluation of MUC-3 in May 1991.

Some of the corresponding database entries are as follows:

Incident: Date - 19 Apr 89
Incident: Location El Salvador: San Salvador (city)
Incident: Type Bombing
Perpetrator: Individual ID “urban guerrillas”
Perpetrator: Organization ID “FMLN”
Perpetrator: Organization Suspected or Accused by

Confidence Authorities: “FMLN”
Physical Target: Description “vehicle”
Physical Target: Effect Some Damage: “vehicle”
Human Target: Name “Roberto Garcia Alvarado”
Human Target: Description “attorney general”: “Roberto

Garcia Alvarado”
“driver”
“bodyguards”

Human Target: Effect Death: “Roberto Garcia
Alvarado”

No Injury: “driver”
Injury: “bodyguards”

The complete templates for this text are in Appendix II.
The seventeen sites participating in MUC-4 had available a development

corpus of 1500 texts, together with their corresponding templates and an
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automatic scoring program. The same corpus was used in the MUC-3 eval-
uation (Sundheim, 1991). In the last week of May 1992 the systems were
tested on two new sets of 100 messages each, one from the same time slice as
the development messages (TST3) and one from a new time slice (TST4).
The results were reported at a workshop at Tyson’s Corner, Virginia, in
June 1992.

The principal measures in the MUC-4 evaluation were recall and preci-
sion. Recall is the number of answers the system got right divided by the
number of possible right answers. It measures how comprehensive the sys-
tem is in its extraction of relevant information. Precision is the number of
answers the system got right divided by the number of answers the system
gave. It measures the system’s accuracy. For example, if there are 100 pos-
sible answers and the system gives 80 answers and gets 60 of them right, its
recall is 60% and its precision is 75%.

In addition, a combined measure, called the F-score, was used. The
F-score is defined as follows:

F = (β2+1)PR

β2P+R

where P is precision, R is recall, and β is a parameter encoding the relative
importance of recall and precision. If β = 1, they are weighted equally. If
β > 1, precision is more significant; if β < 1, recall is. Official scores were
computed for β = .5, β = 1, and β = 2.

3 Two Types of System

One can distinguish between two types of natural language systems: infor-

mation extraction systems and text understanding systems. In information
extraction,

• Only a fraction of the text is relevant; in the case of the MUC-4 ter-
rorist reports, probably only about 10% of the text is relevant.

• Information is mapped into a predefined, relatively simple, rigid target
representation; this condition holds whenever entry of information into
a database is the task.

• The subtle nuances of meaning and the writer’s goals in writing the
text are of no interest.

This contrasts with text understanding, where
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• The aim is to make sense of the entire text.

• The target representation must accommodate the full complexities of
language.

• One wants to recognize the nuances of meaning and the writer’s goals.

The task in the MUC evaluations is information extraction, not text
understanding. When SRI participated in the MUC-3 evaluation in 1991,
we used TACITUS, a text-understanding system (Hobbs et al., 1992a; Hobbs
et al., 1992b). Using it for the information extraction task gave us a high
precision, the highest of any of the sites. However, because it was spending
so much of its time attempting to make sense of portions of the text that
were irrelevant to the task, the system was extremely slow. As a result,
development time was slow, and consequently our recall was mediocre.

FASTUS, by contrast, is an information extraction system, rather than
a text understanding system. Our motivation in developing FASTUS was
to build a system that was more appropriate to the information extraction
task.

4 The Finite-State Approach

The inspiration for FASTUS was threefold. First, we were struck by the
strong performance that the group at the University of Massachusetts got
out of a fairly simple system (Lehnert et al., 1991). It was clear they were
not doing anything like the depth of preprocessing, syntactic analysis, or
pragmatics that was being done by the systems at SRI, General Electric, or
New York University. They were not doing a lot of processing. But they
were doing the right processing.

The second source of inspiration was Pereira’s work on finite-state ap-
proximations of grammars (Pereira, 1990), especially the speed of the im-
plemented system.

Speed was the third source. It was simply too embarassing to have to
report at the MUC-3 conference that it took TACITUS 36 hours to process
100 messages. FASTUS has brought that time down to less than 12 minutes.

Finite-state models are clearly not adequate for full natural language
processing. However, if context-free parsing cannot be cost-effectively ap-
plied to real-world text, then an efficient text processor might make use of
weaker language models, such as regular or finite-state grammars. Every
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computational linguistics graduate student knows, from the first textbook
that introduces the Chomsky hierarchy, that English has constructs, such
as center embedding, that cannot described by any finite-state grammar.
This fact has biased researchers away from serious consideration of possible
applications of finite-state grammars to difficult problems.

Church (1980) was the first to advocate finite-state grammars as a pro-
cessing model for language understanding. He contended that, although
English is clearly not a regular language, memory limitations make it im-
possible for people to exploit that context-freeness in its full generality, and
therefore a finite-state mechanism might be adequate in practice as a model
of human linguistic performance. A computational realization of memory
limitation as a depth cutoff was implemented by Black (1989).

More recently, Pereira and Wright (1991) have developed methods for
constructing finite-state grammars from context free grammars that overgen-
erate in certain systematic ways. The finite-state grammar could be applied
in situations, for example, as the language model in a speech understanding
system, where computational considerations are paramount.

At this point, the limitations of the application of finite-state grammars
to natural-language processing have not yet been determined. We believe
our research establishes that these simple mechanisms can achieve a lot more
than has previously been thought possible.

5 Overview of the FASTUS Architecture

The input text is first preprocessed to ensure that the text is in a standard-
ized format for the remainder of the processing. Spelling correction is done
at this point as well. The preprocessed text is then given to the FASTUS
system proper.

The operation of FASTUS is comprised of four steps:

1. Triggering

2. Recognizing Phrases

3. Recognizing Patterns

4. Merging Incidents

These steps are described in the next four sections. A postprocessing phase
then converts the incident structures generated by FASTUS into the format
required for the MUC-4 templates.
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The system is implemented in CommonLisp and runs on both Sun and
Symbolics machines.

6 Triggering

In the first pass over a sentence, trigger words are searched for. There is
at least one trigger word for each pattern of interest that has been defined.
Generally, these are the least frequent words required by the pattern. For
example, in the pattern

take <HumanTarget> hostage

“hostage” rather than “take” is the trigger word. There are at present 253
trigger words.

In addition, the names of people identified in previous sentences as vic-
tims are also treated, for the remainder of the text, as trigger words. This
allows us, for example, to pick up occupations of victims when they occur
in sentences with no other triggers, as in

Hector Oqueli and Gilda Flores were assassinated yesterday.

Gilda Flores was a member of the Democratic Socialist Party
(PSD) of Guatemala.

Finally, on this pass, full names are searched for, so that subsequent
references to surnames can be linked to the corresponding full names. Thus,
if one sentence refers to “Ricardo Alfonso Castellar” but does not mention
his kidnapping, while the next sentence mentions the kidnapping but only
uses his surname, we can enter Castellar’s full name into the template.

The performance of FASTUS on Message 48 of TST2 is illustrative of its
performance in general. In that message, 21 of 30 sentences were triggered.
13 of the 21 triggered sentences were relevant. There is very little penalty
for passing irrelevant sentences on to further processing since the system is
so fast, especially on irrelevant sentences.

Eight of the nine nontriggered sentences were irrelevant. The one rele-
vant, nontriggered sentence was

There were seven children, including four of the vice president’s
children, in the home at the time.

It does not help to recognize this sentence as relevant as we do not have a
pattern that would match it.

The missing pattern is
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<HumanTarget> be in <PhysicalTarget>

which would pick up human targets who were in known physical targets. In
order to have this sentence triggered, we would have to take the head nouns
of known physical targets to be temporary triggers for the remainder of the
text, as we do with named human targets.

7 Recognizing Phrases

The problem of syntactic ambiguity is AI-complete. That is, we will not have
systems that reliably parse English sentences correctly until we have encoded
much of the real-world knowledge that people bring to bear in their language
comprehension. For example, noun phrases cannot be reliably identified
because of the prepositional phrase attachment problem. However, certain
syntactic constructs can be reliably identified. One of these is the noun
group, that is, the head noun of a noun phrase together with its determiners
and other left modifiers. Another is what we are calling the “verb group”,
that is, the verb together with its auxiliaries and any intervening adverbs.
Moreover, an analysis that identifies these elements gives us exactly the
units we most need for recognizing patterns of interest.

Pass Two in FASTUS identifies noun groups, verb groups, and several
critical word classes, including prepositions, conjunctions, relative pronouns,
and the words “ago” and “that”. Phrases that are subsumed by larger
phrases are discarded. Overlapping phrases are rare, but where they occur
they are kept. This sometimes compensates for an incorrect analysis in Pass
Two.

Noun groups are recognized by a 37-state nondeterministic finite state
automaton. This encompasses most of the complexity that can occur in
English noun groups, including numbers, numerical modifiers like “approxi-
mately”, other quantifiers and determiners, participles in adjectival position,
comparative and superlative adjectives, conjoined adjectives, and arbitrary
orderings and conjunctions of prenominal nouns and noun-like adjectives.
Thus, among the noun groups recognized are

approximately 5 kg
more than 30 peasants
the newly elected president
the largest leftist political force
a government and military reaction
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Verb groups are recognized by an 18-state nondeterministic finite state
machine. They are tagged as Active, Passive, Gerund, and Infinitive. Verbs
are sometimes locally ambiguous between active and passive senses, as the
verb “kidnapped” in the two sentences,

Several men kidnapped the mayor today.
Several men kidnapped yesterday were released today.

These are tagged as Active/Passive, and Pass Three resolves the ambiguity
if necessary.

Certain relevant predicate adjectives, such as “dead” and “responsible”,
are recognized, as are certain adverbs, such as “apparently” in “apparently
by”. However, most adverbs and predicate adjectives and many other classes
of words are ignored altogether. Unknown words are ignored unless they
occur in a context that could indicate they are surnames.

The complete specifications for noun groups and verb groups are given
in Appendix III.

Lexical information is read at compile time, and a hash table associat-
ing words with their transitions in the finite-state machines is constructed.
There is a hash table entry for every morphological variant of a word. The
TACITUS lexicon of 20,000 words is used for lexical information. Morpho-
logical expansion of these words results in 43,000 morphological variants in
the hash table. During the actual running of the system on the texts, only
the state transitions accessed through the hash table are seen.

The output of the second pass for the first sentence of Message 48 of
TST2 is as follows:

Noun Group: Salvadoran President-elect
Name: Alfredo Cristiani
Verb Group: condemned
Noun Group: the terrorist
Verb Group: killing
Preposition: of
Noun Group: Attorney General
Name: Roberto Garcia Alvarado
Conjunction: and
Verb Group: accused
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Noun Group: the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN)

Preposition: of
Noun Group: the crime

The verb groups “condemned” and “accused” are labeled “Active/Passive”.
The word “killing” which was incorrectly identified as a verb group is labeled
as a Gerund. This mistake is common enough that we have implemented
patterns to get around it in Pass Three.

On Message 48 of TST2, 243 of 252 phrases, or 96.4%, were correctly
recognized. Of the 9 mistakes, 5 were due to nouns being misidentified as
verbs or verbs as nouns. the other 4 mistakes were due to simple bugs of
the type that frequently creep into code during development.

We implemented and considered using a part-of-speech tagger to help in
Pass Two, but there was no clear improvement and it would have doubled
the time the system took to process a message.

8 Recognizing Patterns

The input to Pass Three of FASTUS is a list of phrases in the order in
which they occur. Anything that is not included in a phrase in the sec-
ond pass is ignored in the third pass. Patterns of interest are encoded as
finite state machines, where state transitions are effected by phrases. The
state transitions are driven off the head words in the phrases. That is, a
set of state transitions is associated with each relevant head word-phrase
type pair, such as “mayor-NounGroup”, “kidnapped-PassiveVerbGroup”,
“killing-NounGroup”, and “killing-GerundVerbGroup”. In addition, some
nonhead words can trigger state transitions. For example, “bomb blast” is
recognized as a bombing.

We implemented 95 patterns for the MUC-4 application. Among the
patterns are the following ones that are relevant to Message 48 of TST2:

killing of <HumanTarget>
<GovtOfficial> accused <PerpOrg>
bomb was placed by <Perp> on <PhysicalTarget>
<Perp> attacked <HumanTarget>’s <PhysicalTarget> with <Device>
<HumanTarget> was injured
<HumanTarget>’s body
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As patterns are recognized, incident structures are built up. For example,
the sentence

Guerrillas attacked Merino’s home in San Salvador 5 days ago
with explosives.

matches the pattern

<Perp> attacked <HumanTarget>’s <PhysicalTarget> in <Location>

<Date> with <Device>

This causes the following incident to be constructed.

Incident: ATTACK/BOMBING
Date: 14 Apr 89
Location: El Salvador: San Salvador
Instr: “explosives”
Perp: “guerrillas”
PTarg: “Merino’s home”
HTarg: “Merino”

The incident type is an attack or a bombing, depending on the Device.
There was a bug in this pattern that caused the system to miss picking
up the explosives as the instrument. In addition, it is disputable whether
Merino should be listed as a human target. In the official key template
for this message, he is not. But it seems to us that if someone’s home is
attacked, it is an attack on him.

A certain amount of “pseudo-syntax” is done while patterns are being
recognized. In the first place, the material between the end of the subject
noun group and the beginning of the main verb group must be read over.
There are patterns to accomplish this. Two of them are as follows:

Subject {Preposition NounGroup}* VerbGroup

Subject Relpro {NounGroup | Other}* VerbGroup {NounGroup
| Other}* VerbGroup

The first of these patterns reads over prepositional phrases. The second
over relative clauses. The verb group at the end of these patterns takes the
subject noun group as its subject. There is another pattern for capturing
the content encoded in relative clauses:
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Subject Relpro {NounGroup | Other}* VerbGroup

Since the finite-state mechanism is nondeterministic, the full content can be
extracted from the sentence

The mayor, who was kidnapped yesterday, was found dead today.

One branch discovers the incident encoded in the relative clause. Another
branch marks time through the relative clause and then discovers the inci-
dent in the main clause. These incidents are then merged.

A similar device is used for conjoined verb phrases. The pattern

Subject VerbGroup {NounGroup | Other}* Conjunction Verb-
Group

allows the machine to nondeterministically skip over the first conjunct and
associate the subject with the verb group in the second conjunct. Thus, in
the sentence

Salvadoran President-elect Alfredo Cristiani condemned the ter-
rorist killing of Attorney General Roberto Garcia Alvarado
and accused the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN) of the crime.

one branch will recognize the killing of Garcia and another the fact that
Cristiani accused the FMLN.

The second sort of “pseudo-syntax” that is done while recognizing pat-
terns is attaching genitives, “of” complements, and appositives to their
heads, and recognizing noun group conjunctions. Thus, in

seven children, including four of the vice-president’s children

the genitive “vice-president’s” will be attached to “children”. The “of”
complement will be attached to “four”, and since “including” is treated as a
conjunction, the entire phrase will be recognized as conjoined noun groups.
(Note that the official key for MUC-4 lists “seven children” and “four of the
vice-president’s children” as separate entries. It was not part of the task to
discover complex set inclusion relations.)

In Message 48 of TST2, there were 18 relevant patterns. FASTUS rec-
ognized 12 of them completely. Because of bugs in implemented patterns,
3 more patterns were recognized only partially. One implemented pattern
failed completely because of a bug. Specifically, in the sentence
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A niece of Merino’s was injured.

the genitive marker took the system into a state in which it was not expecting
a verb group.

Two more patterns were missing entirely. The pattern

<HumanTarget1> <VerbGroup> with <HumanTarget2>

would have matched

. . . the attorney general was traveling with two bodyguards.

and consequently would have recognized the two bodyguards as human tar-
gets along with the attorney general.

The second pattern is

<HumanTarget> be in <PhysicalTarget>

mentioned above.
A rudimentary sort of pronoun resolution is done by FASTUS. If (and

only if) a pronoun appears in a Human Target slot, an antecedent is sought.
First the noun groups of the current sentence are searched from left to
right, up to four phrases before the pronoun. Then the previous sentences
are searched similarly for an acceptable noun group in a left-to-right fashion,
the most recent sentence first. This is continued until a paragraph break is
encountered, and if nothing is found by then, the system gives up. A noun
group is an acceptable antecedent if it is a possible human target and agrees
with the pronoun in number. This algorithm worked in 100% of the relevant
cases in the first 200 messages of the development set. However, in its one
application in Message 48 of TST2, it failed. The example is

According to the police and Garcia Alvarado’s driver, who es-
caped unscathed, the attorney general was traveling with two
bodyguards. One of them was injured.

The algorithm incorrectly identifies “them” as “the police”.

9 Merging Incidents

As incidents are found they are merged with other incidents found in the
same sentence. Those remaining at the end of the processing of the sentence
are then merged, if possible, with the incidents found in previous sentences.

For example, in the first sentence of Message 48 of TST2, the incident
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Incident: KILLING
Perp: –
Confid: –
HTarg: “Roberto Garcia Alvarado”

is generated from the phrase

killing of Attorney General Roberto Garcia Alvarado

while the incident

Incident: INCIDENT
Perp: FMLN
Confid: Suspected or Accused by Authorities
HTarg: –

is generated from the clause

Salvadoran President-elect Alfredo Cristiani . . . accused the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN)

These two incidents are merged, by merging the KILLING and the INCI-
DENT into a KILLING, and by taking the union of the other slots.

Incident: KILLING
Perp: FMLN
Confid: Suspected or Accused by Authorities
HTarg: “Roberto Garcia Alvarado”

Merging is blocked if the incidents have incompatible types, such as a KID-
NAPPING and a BOMBING. It is also blocked if they have incompatible
dates or locations.

There are fairly elaborate rules for merging the noun groups that appear
in the Perpetrator, Physical Target, and Human Target slots. A name can
be merged with a description, as “Garcia” with “attorney general”, provided
the description is consistent with the other descriptions for that name. A
precise description can be merged with a vague description, such as “person”,
with the precise description as the result. Two precise descriptions can be
merged if they are semantically compatible. The descriptions “priest” and
“Jesuit” are compatible, while “priest” and “peasant” are not. When precise
descriptions are merged, the longest string is taken as the result. If merging
is impossible, both noun groups are listed in the slot.
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We experimented with a further heuristic for merging incidents. If the
incidents include named human targets, we do not merge them unless there
is an overlap in the names. This heuristic results in about a 1% increase in
recall. In Message 48 of TST2, the heuristic prevents the Bombing of Garcia
Alvarado’s car from being merged with the Bombing of Merino’s home.

There were 13 merges altogether in processing Message 48 of TST2. Of
these, 11 were valid.

One of the two bad merges was particularly unfortunate. The phrase

. . . Garcia Alvarado’s driver, who escaped unscathed, . . .

correctly generated an attack incident with no injury to the human target,
the driver:

Incident: ATTACK
Perp: –
PTarg: –
HTarg: “Garcia Alvarado’s driver”
HEffect: No Injury

This was merged with the attack on Merino’s home

Incident: BOMBING
Perp: “guerrillas”
PTarg: “Merino’s home”
HTarg: “Merino”
HEffect: –

to yield the combined incident

Incident: BOMBING
Perp: “guerrillas”
PTarg: “Merino’s home”
HTarg: “Merino”: “Garcia Alvarado’s driver”
HEffect: No Injury

That is, it was assumed that Merino was the driver. The reason for this
mistake was that while a certain amount of consistency checking is done
before merging victims, and while the system knows that drivers and vice
presidents-elect are disjoint sets, the fact that Merino was the vice president-
elect was recorded only in a table of titles, and consistency checking did not
consult that table.
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10 Controlling the FASTUS System

In the course of designing the system, we parameterized a number of charac-
teristics of the system’s operation because we believed that the parameter-
ized behavior would reflect tradeoffs in recall versus precision. Subsequent
testing revealed that many of these parameters result in both higher recall
and higher precision when in one state or the other, and therefore we left
them permanently in their most advantageous state. Those parameters that
seemed to affect recall at the expense of precision were set to produce an
optional test run in which we attempted to maximize the system’s recall.
The effect of these parameters could be described in general as distrusting
the system’s filters’ ability to eliminate templates for incidents that were
defined by the MUC-4 rules as being of no interest, including military inci-
dents, incidents in uninteresting countries, and incidents that occurred more
than two months before the date of the article. We observed a small but
measurable increase in recall at the expense of precision by distrusting our
filters.

The following parameters were implemented and tested on 300 texts
before we decided on the settings for the final run of the MUC-4 evaluation.
Most of them depend on the specific rules of the MUC-4 evaluation.

• Conservative Merging. A major emphasis of MUC-4, largely because
of its scoring algorithm, was the proper individuation of incidents.
When the Conservative Merging option is selected in FASTUS, the
system would not merge incidents that had nonoverlapping targets
with proper names. When not selected, any merges consistent with the
incident types were permitted. Testing revealed that merging should
always be conservative.

• Civilian Target Requirement. Incidents that involved only the mili-
tary were of no interest in MUC-4. The Civilian Target Requirement
filter would reject any template that did not have at least one non-
military target, including templates that identified a perpetrator, but
no physical or human target at all. This option appears to produce
a recall-precision tradeoff of about one or two points. That is, re-
call improved at the expense of precision if we distrusted our system
and assumed that there really were civilian targets but that they were
missed by the system.

• Subjectless Verb Groups. This parameter would allow the system to
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generate an incident structure from a verb together with its object,
even if its subject could not be determined. Although early tests
showed a recall-precision tradeoff, subsequent and more thorough test-
ing indicated that this should always be done.

• Filter Many-Target Templates. This filter would disallow any template
that had more than 100 targets, on the supposition that such templates
often result from vague or general descriptions, and hence would be
irrelevant to MUC-4. This turns out to be a correct heuristic, but only
if the number of targets is evenly divisible by 100. (An airline bombing
with 307 victims is certainly interesting, while “70,000 peasants have
been killed” is probably vague).

• Military Filtering. This heuristic causes the system to eliminate all
military targets from templates, on the belief that we may have in-
correctly merged a military incident with a civilian incident and in-
correctly reported the union of the two. Tests show that this filtering
improves precision slightly.

• Liberal Perpetrator Org. Setting this parameter would cause the sys-
tem to pick any likely perpetrator organization out of the text, ignoring
whatever the text actually says. Testing showed that this parameter
had no effect, which was such a surprising result that we distrust it,
and regard our testing as inconclusive.

• Spelling Correction. This parameter controls how much spelling cor-
rection the system does. Our experiments indicated that spelling cor-
rection hurts, primarily because novel proper names get corrected to
other words, and hence are lost. We tried a weaker version of spelling
correction which would correct only misspelled words that did not oc-
cur on a large list of proper names that we had assembled. This showed
an improvement, but spelling correction still had a small negative ef-
fect. This was also a surprising result, and we were not willing to
abandon spelling correction, and ran all tests with weak spelling cor-
rection enabled, although to some extent a complete lack of spelling
correction is compensated for by the presence of common misspellings
of important domain words like “guerrilla” and “assassinate” in the
lexicon.

• Stale Date Filtering. This parameter causes filtering of any template
that has a date that is earlier than two months before the date of the
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article. Eliminating this filtering produces an increase in recall at the
expense of precision, the magnitude of which depends on how well our
date detection currently works. We would expect about a one-point
tradeoff.

• Weak Location Filtering. Normally, if the system’s location detection
routine finds that the location of an incident is impossible according to
the system’s location database, it eliminates the template. If this flag
is set, however, the template will be produced using only the country
as the location. Testing shows that this is always desirable.

11 How Fast is FASTUS?

The system is extremely fast. The entire TST3 set of 100 messages, ranging
from a third of a page to two pages in length, required 11.8 minutes of CPU
time on a Sun SPARC-2 processor. The elapsed real time was 15.9 min-
utes, but observed time depends on the particular hardware configuration
involved.

In more concrete terms, this means that FASTUS can read 2,375 words
per minute. It can analyze one text in an average of 9.6 seconds. This
translates into 9,000 texts per day.

There is an old joke that goes like this:

Q: What is the difference between computer science and artificial
intelligence?

A: In computer science you write programs to do quickly what
people do slowly. In artificial intelligence, it is just the oppo-
site.

According to this definition, FASTUS is computer science.
This fast run time translates directly into fast development time, as

described in the next section.

12 Development History

FASTUS was originally conceived, in December 1991, as a preprocessor for
TACITUS that could also be run in a stand-alone mode. It was only in the
middle of May 1992, considerably later in our development, that we decided
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the performance of FASTUS on the MUC-4 task was so high that we could
make FASTUS our complete system.

Most of the design work for the FASTUS system took place during Jan-
uary. The ideas were tested out on finding incident locations and proper
names in February. With some initial favorable results in hand, we pro-
ceeded with the implementation of the system in March. The implementa-
tion of Pass Two was completed in March, and the general outline of Pass
Three was completed by the end of April. On May 6, we did the first test
of the FASTUS system on TST2, which had been withheld as a fair test,
and we obtained a score of 8% recall and 42% precision. At that point we
began a fairly intensive effort to hill-climb on all 1300 development texts,
doing periodic runs on the fair test to monitor our progress. This effort
culminated in a score of 44% recall and 57% precision in the wee hours of
June 1, when we decided to run the official test. As the chart in Figure 1
makes clear, the rate of progress was rapid enough that even a few hours of
work could be shown to have a noticeable impact on the score. Our scarcest
resource was time, and our supply of it was eventually exhausted well before
the point of diminishing returns.

We were thus able, in three and a half weeks, to increase the system’s
F-score by 36.2 points, from 13.5 to 49.7.

During the course of development, the overall run time for 100 messages
increased approximately 50%, but we attribute this increase to the decision
to treat more sentences as relevant. It appears possible to increase the
coverage of the system without an unacceptable increase in processing time.

13 Results in the MUC-4 Evaluation

On TST3, we achieved a recall of 44% with precision of 55% in the all-
templates row, for an F-score (β = 1) of 48.9. On TST4, the test on incidents
from a different time span, we observed, surprisingly, an identical recall score
of 44%; however our precision fell to 52%, for an F-score of 47.7. It was
reassuring to see that there was very little degradation in performance when
moving to a time period over which the system had not been trained.

We also submitted a run in which we attempted to maximize the system’s
recall by not filtering military targets, and allowing incidents with stale
dates. On TST3, this led to a two-point increase in recall at the expense
of one point in precision. On TST4, our recall did not increase, although
our precision fell by a point, giving us a lower F-score on this run. These
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Figure 1: Plot of F-Score versus Date for FASTUS Development
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results were consistent with our observations during testing, although our
failure to produce even a small increase in recall on TST4 was somewhat
disappointing.

Only General Electric’s system performed significantly better (a recall
of 62% and a precision of 53% on TST3), and their system has been under
development for over five years (Sundheim, 1992). Given the slope of our
development curve in Figure 1, we believe we could have achieved scores in
that range with another month or two of effort. It is unlikely that human
coders would achieve an agreement of more than around 80% on this task.
Thus, we believe this technology can perform 75% as well as humans, and
considerably faster. Therefore, combining this technology with a good user
interface can significantly increase productivity on information extraction
tasks.

14 Error Analysis

FASTUS made 25 errors on Message 48 of TST2, where a wrong answer,
a missing answer, and a spurious answer are all counted as errors. (There
is in principle no limit to the number of possible errors, since arbitrarily
many spurious entries could be given. However, practically the number of
possible errors is around 80. If no entries at all are made in the templates,
that counts as 55 errors. If all the entries are made and are correct, but
combined into a single template, that counts as 48 errors—the 24 missing
entries in the smaller template and the 24 spurious entries in the larger.)

The sources of the errors are as follows:

Missing Patterns (2) 9
Bad Merges (2 of 13) 7
Military “armored car” Filtered Out 4
Answer Disputable 3
Bug in Existing Pattern 2
Bad Pronoun Resolution 1
Mysterious 1

Because of the missing patterns, we failed to find the children and the
bodyguards as human targets. The bad merges resulted in the driver being
put into the wrong template. The armored car was found as a physical
target in the attack against Garcia Alvarado, but armored cars are viewed
as military, and military targets are filtered out just before the templates
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are generated. The disputable answer is Merino as a human target in the
bombing of his home.

We do not know to what extent this pattern of causes of errors is repre-
sentative of the performance of the system on the corpus as a whole.

15 Future Directions

If we had had one more month to work on the MUC-4 task, we would have
spent the first week developing a rudimentary pattern specification language.
We are now developing a language that will enable a novice user to begin
to specify patterns in a new domain within hours of being introduced to
the system. The pattern specification language will allow the user to define
structures, to specify patterns either graphically or in regular expressions
augmented by assignments to fields of the structures, and to define a sort
hierarchy to control the merging of structures.

We would also like to apply the system to a new domain. Our experi-
ence with the MUC-4 task leads us to believe we could achieve reasonable
performance on a new domain within two months.

Finally, it would be interesting to convert FASTUS to a new language.
There is not much linguistic knowledge built into the system. What there
is probably amounted to no more than two weeks’ coding. For this reason,
we believe it would require no more than one or two months to convert the
system to another language. This is true even for a language as seemingly
dissimilar to English as Japanese. In fact, our approach to recognizing
phrases was inspired in part by the bunsetsu analysis of Japanese.

16 Conclusions

FASTUS was more successful than we ever dreamed when the idea was
originally conceived. In retrospect, we attribute its success to the fact that
its processing is extremely well suited to the demands of the task. The
system’s Pass Three works successfully because the input from Pass Two
is already reliably processed. Pass Two does only the linguistic processing
that can be done reliably and fast, ignoring all the problems of making
attachment decisions, and the ambiguity introduced by coordination and
appositives. This input is adequate for Pass Three because the domain
pragmatics is sufficiently constrained that, given this initial chunking, the
relevant information can be reliably detected and extracted.
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The advantages of the FASTUS system are as follows:

• It is conceptually simple. It is a set of cascaded finite-state automata.

• The basic system is relatively small, although the dictionary and other
lists are potentially very large.

• It is effective. Only General Electric’s system performed significantly
better than FASTUS, and it has been under development for a number
of years.

• It has very fast run time. The average time for analyzing one message
is less than 10 seconds. This is nearly an order of magnitude faster
than comparable systems.

• In part because of the fast run time, it has a very fast development
time. This is also true because the system provides a very direct link
between the texts being analyzed and the data being extracted.

FASTUS is not a text understanding system. It is an information ex-
traction system. But for information extraction tasks, it is perhaps the most
convenient and most effective system that has been developed.

One of the lessons to be learned from our FASTUS experience is that
a MUC-like task is much easier than anyone ever thought. Although the
full linguistic complexity of the MUC texts is very high, with long sentences
and interesting discourse structure problems, the relative simplicity of the
information-extraction task allows much of this linguistic complexity to be
bypassed—indeed much more than we had originally believed was possible.
The key to the whole problem, as we see it from our FASTUS experience, is
to do exactly the right amount of syntax, so that pragmatics can take over
its share of the load. For the MUC task, we think FASTUS displays exactly
the right mixture.

While FASTUS is an elegant engineering achievement, the whole host
of linguistic problems that were bypassed are still out there, and will have
to be addressed eventually for more complex tasks, and to achieve higher
performance on simple tasks. It is in the nature of competitive evaluations
is that they force everyone to deal with the easiest problems first. However,
the hard problems cannot be ignored forever, and scientific progress requires
that they be addressed.
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Appendix I: Sample Text

TST2-MUC4-0048

SAN SALVADOR, 19 APR 89 (ACAN-EFE) -- [TEXT] SALVADORAN

PRESIDENT-ELECT ALFREDO CRISTIANI CONDEMNED THE TERRORIST KILLING OF

ATTORNEY GENERAL ROBERTO GARCIA ALVARADO AND ACCUSED THE FARABUNDO

MARTI NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT (FMLN) OF THE CRIME.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY PRESIDENT RICARDO VALDIVIESO AND VICE

PRESIDENT-ELECT FRANCISCO MERINO ALSO DECLARED THAT THE DEATH OF THE

ATTORNEY GENERAL WAS CAUSED BY WHAT VALDIVIESO TERMED THE GUERRILLAS’

"IRRATIONAL VIOLENCE."

GARCIA ALVARADO, 56, WAS KILLED WHEN A BOMB PLACED BY URBAN

GUERRILLAS ON HIS VEHICLE EXPLODED AS IT CAME TO A HALT AT AN

INTERSECTION IN DOWNTOWN SAN SALVADOR.

"WE HAVE TO CONDEMN THIS INCIDENT, IT IS A GUERRILLA ACT," ALFREDO

CRISTIANI, NATIONALIST REPUBLICAN ALLIANCE (ARENA) PRESIDENT-ELECT,

WHO WILL REPLACE CHRISTIAN DEMOCRAT JOSE NAPOLEON DUARTE ON 1 JUNE,

STATED.

CRISTIANI SAID THAT "THESE ARE THE RISKS FACED BY SOMEONE WHO

ENFORCES THE LAW." HE NOTED THAT "THE GUERRILLAS’ IRRATIONAL ATTITUDE

MAKES IT INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT TO BELIEVE THEY WANT PEACE."

ACCORDING TO CRISTIANI, THE ATTACK TOOK PLACE BECAUSE ATTORNEY

GENERAL GARCIA ALVARADO WARNED THAT "HE WOULD TAKE MEASURES AGAINST

URBAN TERRORISTS."

VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT FRANCISCO MERINO SAID THAT WHEN THE ATTORNEY

GENERAL’S CAR STOPPED AT A LIGHT ON A STREET IN DOWNTOWN SAN SALVADOR,

AN INDIVIDUAL PLACED A BOMB ON THE ROOF OF THE ARMORED VEHICLE.

"THE DRIVER TOLD THE ATTORNEY GENERAL ABOUT THE BOMB. THE VEHICLE

SWERVED AND THE BOMB EXPLODED, CAUSING THE TOP OF THE VEHICLE TO

COLLAPSE ON THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S HEAD," MERINO STATED.
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GUERRILLAS ATTACKED MERINO’S HOME IN SAN SALVADOR 5 DAYS AGO WITH

EXPLOSIVES. THERE WERE SEVEN CHILDREN, INCLUDING FOUR OF THE VICE

PRESIDENT’S CHILDREN, IN THE HOME AT THE TIME. A 15-YEAR-OLD NIECE OF

MERINO’S WAS INJURED.

"THESE INCIDENTS," CRISTIANI SAID, "FRANKLY CAUSE US TO BECOME MORE

AWARE OF THE FACT THAT WE MUST NOT PERMIT TERRORIST ACTIONS TO OCCUR

IN EL SALVADOR."

THE PRESIDENT-ELECT RULED OUT THE POSSIBILITY THAT THESE ATTACKS

"WILL PREVENT THE INAUGURAL CEREMONY FROM TAKING PLACE."

"I AM CERTAIN THAT THE INAUGURATION WILL BE ON 1 JUNE. WE WILL NOT

JUMP OVERBOARD OR MAKE A RUN FOR IT. WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE UP AGAINST

AND WILL GO ON," HE STATED.

CRISTIANI SAID THE GUERRILLA ATTACKS ARE INTENDED TO PROMPT A

GOVERNMENT AND MILITARY REACTION SO THE FMLN CAN "EXPLOIT IT" ABROAD

TO "POLITICALLY ISOLATE THE NEW GOVERNMENT."

RICARDO VALDIVIESO, PRESIDENT OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSSEMBLY AND AN

ARENA LEADER, SAID THE FMLN AND ITS "FRONT" GROUPS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR

THE "IRRATIONAL VIOLENCE THAT KILLED ATTORNEY GENERAL GARCIA."

VALDIVIESO SAID THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY WILL APPROVE DRASTIC LAWS

TO "HALT THE WAVE OF VIOLENCE." HE SAID THE ATTORNEY GENERAL "WAS

APOLITICAL, WORKED FOR JUSTICE, AND DID NOT DESERVE TO DIE LIKE THAT."

ACCORDING TO THE POLICE AND GARCIA ALVARADO’S DRIVER, WHO ESCAPED

UNSCATHED, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL WAS TRAVELING WITH TWO BODYGUARDS.

ONE OF THEM WAS INJURED.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S BODY WAS DESTROYED BY THE BOMB THAT EXPLODED

OVER HIS HEAD.

NO GROUP HAS CLAIMED CREDIT FOR THE ATTACK YET, BUT POLICE SOURCES

CLAIM IT "IS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE FMLN URBAN COMMANDOS."
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THE SAME SOURCES CONFIRMED THAT GARCIA ALVARADO HAD BEEN THREATENED

ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS BY SALVADORAN URBAN GUERRILLAS.

MOMENTS AFTER THE ATTACK, ARMY AND POLICE UNITS CORDONED OFF THE

AREA AND BEGAN AN ALL-OUT MILITARY OPERATION TO FIND THOSE

RESPONSIBLE.

GARCIA ALVARADO, FATHER OF SIX, WAS APPOINTED ATTORNEY GENERAL ON

23 DECEMBER 1988. HE WAS CONSIDERED TO BE CLOSELY LINKED TO ARENA.

ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS, HOWEVER, HE SAID HE DID NOT REPRESENT ANY PARTY

AND WAS CARRYING OUT HIS JOB "IMPARTIALLY AND WITH THE INTENTION OF

ENFORCING THE COUNTRY’S LAWS."
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Appendix II: Sample Templates

Slashes (/) separate alternate answers. Question marks (?) indicate optional
answers.

0. MESSAGE: ID TST2-MUC4-0048

1. MESSAGE: TEMPLATE 1

2. INCIDENT: DATE - 19 APR 89

3. INCIDENT: LOCATION EL SALVADOR: SAN SALVADOR (CITY)

4. INCIDENT: TYPE BOMBING

5. INCIDENT: STAGE OF EXECUTION ACCOMPLISHED

6. INCIDENT: INSTRUMENT ID "BOMB"

7. INCIDENT: INSTRUMENT TYPE BOMB: "BOMB"

8. PERP: INCIDENT CATEGORY TERRORIST ACT

9. PERP: INDIVIDUAL ID "URBAN GUERRILLAS" / "URBAN TERRORISTS"

/ "FMLN URBAN COMMANDOS"

/ "URBAN COMMANDOS"

10. PERP: ORGANIZATION ID "FMLN" / "FARABUNDO MARTI NATIONAL

LIBERATION FRONT"

11. PERP: ORGANIZATION CONFIDENCE SUSPECTED OR ACCUSED BY AUTHORITIES:

"FMLN" / "FARABUNDO MARTI NATIONAL

LIBERATION FRONT"

12. PHYS TGT: ID "VEHICLE" / "CAR" / "ATTORNEY GENERAL’S

CAR" / "ARMORED VEHICLE"

13. PHYS TGT: TYPE TRANSPORT VEHICLE: "VEHICLE" / "CAR" /

"ATTORNEY GENERAL’S CAR" / "ARMORED

VEHICLE"

14. PHYS TGT: NUMBER 1: "VEHICLE" / "CAR" / "ATTORNEY

GENERAL’S CAR" / "ARMORED VEHICLE"

15. PHYS TGT: FOREIGN NATION -

16. PHYS TGT: EFFECT OF INCIDENT SOME DAMAGE: "VEHICLE" / "CAR"

/ "ATTORNEY GENERAL’S CAR"

/ "ARMORED VEHICLE"

17. PHYS TGT: TOTAL NUMBER -

18. HUM TGT: NAME "ROBERTO GARCIA ALVARADO"

19. HUM TGT: DESCRIPTION "ATTORNEY GENERAL": "ROBERTO GARCIA

ALVARADO"

"DRIVER"
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"BODYGUARDS"

? "BODYGUARDS"

20. HUM TGT: TYPE LEGAL OR JUDICIAL / GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL:

"ROBERTO GARCIA ALVARADO"

CIVILIAN: "DRIVER"

SECURITY GUARD: "BODYGUARDS"

? SECURITY GUARD: "BODYGUARDS"

21. HUM TGT: NUMBER 1: "ROBERTO GARCIA ALVARADO"

1: "DRIVER"

2: "BODYGUARDS"

1: "BODYGUARDS"

22. HUM TGT: FOREIGN NATION -

23. HUM TGT: EFFECT OF INCIDENT DEATH: "ROBERTO GARCIA ALVARADO"

NO INJURY: "DRIVER"

INJURY: "BODYGUARDS"

? NO INJURY: "BODYGUARDS"

24. HUM TGT: TOTAL NUMBER -

0. MESSAGE: ID TST2-MUC4-0048

1. MESSAGE: TEMPLATE 2

2. INCIDENT: DATE 14 APR 89

3. INCIDENT: LOCATION EL SALVADOR: SAN SALVADOR (CITY)

4. INCIDENT: TYPE BOMBING

5. INCIDENT: STAGE OF EXECUTION ACCOMPLISHED

6. INCIDENT: INSTRUMENT ID "EXPLOSIVES"

7. INCIDENT: INSTRUMENT TYPE EXPLOSIVE: "EXPLOSIVES"

8. PERP: INCIDENT CATEGORY TERRORIST ACT

9. PERP: INDIVIDUAL ID "GUERRILLAS"

10. PERP: ORGANIZATION ID "FMLN" / "FARABUNDO MARTI NATIONAL

LIBERATION FRONT"

11. PERP: ORGANIZATION CONFIDENCE SUSPECTED OR ACCUSED BY AUTHORITIES:

"FMLN" / "FARABUNDO MARTI NATIONAL

LIBERATION FRONT"

12. PHYS TGT: ID "MERINO’S HOME"

13. PHYS TGT: TYPE GOVERNMENT OFFICE OR RESIDENCE: "MERINO’S

HOME"

14. PHYS TGT: NUMBER 1: "MERINO’S HOME"

15. PHYS TGT: FOREIGN NATION -

16. PHYS TGT: EFFECT OF INCIDENT -
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17. PHYS TGT: TOTAL NUMBER -

18. HUM TGT: NAME -

19. HUM TGT: DESCRIPTION "CHILDREN"

"VICE PRESIDENT’S CHILDREN"

"15-YEAR-OLD NIECE OF MERINO’S"

/ "15-YEAR-OLD NIECE"

20. HUM TGT: TYPE CIVILIAN: "CHILDREN"

CIVILIAN: "VICE PRESIDENT’S CHILDREN"

CIVILIAN: "15-YEAR-OLD NIECE OF MERINO’S"

/ "15-YEAR-OLD NIECE"

21. HUM TGT: NUMBER 7: "CHILDREN"

4: "VICE PRESIDENT’S CHILDREN"

1: "15-YEAR-OLD NIECE OF MERINO’S"

/ "15-YEAR-OLD NIECE"

22. HUM TGT: FOREIGN NATION -

23. HUM TGT: EFFECT OF INCIDENT INJURY: "15-YEAR-OLD NIECE OF MERINO’S"

/ "15-YEAR-OLD NIECE"

24. HUM TGT: TOTAL NUMBER 7
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Appendix III: The Structure of Noun Groups and

Verb Groups

The input to Pass Two is a list of words. The output is a sequence of
phrases, where a phrase is a Noun Group, a Verb Group, or a Particle.

The grammar below defines the structure of Noun Groups. In this speci-
fication, curly brackets ({. . .}) enclose alternatives. Vertical bars (|) separate
alternatives. Parentheses indicate optionality. An asterisk ({. . .}*) means
zero or more copies of the preceding item. A plus ({. . .}+) means one or
more copies of the preceding item. Nonterminal and terminal symbols are
capitalized. Words in all lower case are English words. Cat[attr] indi-
cates words of category Cat having attribute attr. Commas indicate a
conjunction of attributes, as in Cat[attr1,attr2]. A tilde indicates the
negation of an attribute, as in Cat[∼attr]. A slash indicates a disjunction
of attributes, as in Cat[attr1/attr2]. Quotes enclose punctuation sym-
bols taken as English words rather than as metalanguage symbols. Hyphens
separating numbers indicate a range. The symbol Any matches any word
not ruled out by its negative attribute specifications.

NG --> { Detp[complete] (and HdNns) | (Detp) (Adjs) HdNns

| Detp Ving HdNns }

NG --> {{ a | Det { only | Adv[pre-q] | Adj[pre-q] }} few

| a | Number

| { another | Adv[pre-num] } Number } N[unit]

NG --> { Pro | N[timenp] }

NG --> { (Number[1-31]) Month (Number[1900-1999])

| Number[1900-1999] }

NG --> that N[sing]

Detp[complete] --> { ( { Adv[pre-num] | another

| {det | Pro[poss]}

({Adv[pre-num] | only (other)}) } )

Number

| Q | Q-er | (the) Q-est | another
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| Det[complete,~that] | DetQ

| Pro[poss,complete] }

Detp[incomplete] --> { { { Det | Pro[poss] } only

| a | Det[incomplete]

| Pro[poss,incomplete] } (other)

| (Detp[complete]) other}

Adjs --> Adj ({ "," | and | "," and } { Adj | Vparticiple })*

Adj --> { N[sing,~timenp] { V-en[trans] | V-ing } | Adj

| Ordinal | same | suspected

| { Q-er | Q-est } { V-en[trans] | V-ing | Adj}+

| Number { -th | -year-old } }

Vparticiple --> { V-en[trans] | V-ing }

HdNns --> HdNn (and HdNn)*

HdNn --> { ({ PreNs | PropN PreNs }) N[~timenp]

| PropN N[~proper,~timenp] } (Brkt)

PreNs --> PreN ((and) PreN2)*

PreN --> ( Adj "-" ) N[sing,~adjnoun,~title,~proper]

PreN2 --> { PreN | Adj[noun-like/semi-noun-like]

| Ordinal | Number -th }

PropN --> N[proper] (Brkt)

Brkt --> { "[" | "(" } Any[~"[",~"(",~"]",~")"] { "]" | ")" }

The meanings of the terminal symbols and attributes are as follows:

Adj: Adjective.
noun-like, semi-noun-like: An adjective that can

appear in the prenominal noun position, as in
“Camp David presidential retreat”.
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pre-q: An adjective that can appear before a “quantifier”
in the determiner, such as “additional” or “final”.

Adv: Adverb.
pre-q: An adverb that can appear before a “quantifier” in

the determiner, such as “comparatively” or
“inexplicably”.

pre-num: An adverb that can appear before a number in
the determiner, such as “almost” or “precisely”.

Det: Determiner, such as “the” and “this”.
complete: A determiner that can be a noun phrase by

itself, such as “this” and “those”.
incomplete: A determiner that cannot be a noun phrase by

itself, such as “the” and “every”.
DetQ: The words “any”, “enough”, “no”, “several”, and “some”.
N: Noun.

adjnoun: A word that is ambiguously an adjective or a
noun and should be interpreted prenominally as
an adjective, such as “exterior” and “fundamental”.

proper: A proper noun.
sing: A singular noun.
timenp: A time word that can be a noun phrase by itself,

such as “today” and “yesterday”.
title: A person’s title, such as “General” and “Mayor”.
unit: A unit noun, such as “mile” and “kg”.

Ordinal: An ordinal word, such as “second” and “third”.
Pro: Pronoun.

poss: A possessive pronoun.
complete: A possessive pronoun that can be a noun

phrase by itself, such as “mine” and “yours”.
incomplete: A possessive pronoun that cannot be a noun

phrase by itself, such as “my” and “your”.
Q: “Quantifier”, namely, the words “many”, “few”, “much”, and

“little”.
Q-er: “more”, “fewer”, and “less”.
Q-est: “most”, “fewest”, and “least”.
V-en: Past participle of verb.

trans: A transitive verb.
V-ing: Present participle of verb.
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Note two idiosyncratic features of this specification. First, because in the
terrorist reports the word “that” is most often a complementizer or a relative
pronoun and almost never an entire noun phrase by itself, it is severely
restricted as part of a noun group. It can be recognized as a determiner
only if it is immediately followed by a singular noun.

Second, present and past participles of verbs are not allowed as the first
word in a noun group, since this would cause huge numbers of Main Verb
- Noun combinations to be taken as noun groups. The one exception to
this is the word “suspected”, which in the terrorist reports is usually used
adjectivally, as in “suspected terrorists”.

The rules specifying the structure of verb groups are as follows:

VG[active] --> { V | V-s | V-ed | V-eden[~trans] | VG1 V

| VG2 {V-en | V-eden} | VG[be] V-ing

| {do | does | did} not (Adv) V }

VG[be] --> { {am | is | are | was | were | being} (not) (Adv)

| VG1 be | VG2 been }

VG[passive] --> { VG[be] {V-en | V-eden[trans]} | V-en }

VG[active/gerund] --> V-ing

VG[inf] --> to {V | be}

VG[active/passive] --> V-eden[trans]

VG1 --> Modal (not) (Adv)

VG2 --> { VG1 have | {has | have | had} (not) (Adv) }

The symbol V represents the infinitive form of a verb. The symbol V-s
represents the third person singular form of a verb. The symbol V-ed rep-
resents an unambiguously past form of a verb, such as “went” and “broke”.
The symbol V-en represents an unambiguously past participle form of a verb,
such as “gone” and “broken”. The symbol V-eden represents a word that
is ambiguous between the past form and the past participle form of a verb,
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such as “kidnapped”. The symbol V-ing represents the present participle
form of a verb.
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